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ivory ii (with korg module v2.7) is a must have for all pianists and songwriters alike. its a major
improvement over ivory 1. the difference between the two is as vast as the difference between the
old steinway d and a new bösendorfer. ivory 2 has the best grand piano sound available in a daw.

ivory 2 also has a very nice 10-voice instrument. there are also two new synths and a drum machine.
ivories new feature is analog resonance modeling which in the end makes it sound like a real grand
piano. ivory 2 contains the same full range of features as ivory 1. there is a very nice 10-voice grand
piano with a host of new features such as digital phasing, a modulation effect (adsr), a pitch effect,
and a selectable resonance model. also included are a power amp, a piano emulator, and a sample
library. there is also a drum machine, a synth, a drummer, and a step sequencer. ivory ii (with korg

module v2.7) is the next step in the evolution of native instruments ivory instruments. ivory has
always been at the forefront of music creation tools. ivories new direction is to be an all-in-one tool

that encompasses instrument synthesis, recording, performance, and playback. ivory 2 is a platform
that will allow both seasoned pros and beginners to make music. you can also use ivory 2 to perform

on a wide range of instruments in a virtual band or orchestra. youll be able to make all kinds of
music from rock to jazz, classical, and country. you can also record everything that you play. ivory 2
is the most powerful native instruments ivory instrument to date. ivories new design was to create a
piano plugin that was easy to use and extremely versatile, making it possible to create all types of

music, from rock to jazz, classical, or country.
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besides giving you the flexibility to create
your own sounds, synthogy has also been

working to make its instruments as easy to
use as possible. its a very intuitive

instrument, and weve found that its very
easy to create and edit your synths with the
ivory ii grand pianos. at the end of the day,
ivory 2 grand pianos is a pretty powerful,
versatile, and great sounding instrument

that lets you create your own masterpieces
with ease. its easy to use, and comes with
plenty of great features, even at a higher

price. its a little hard to describe, but in my
opinion, ivory 2 grand pianos is the best

sounding grand piano on the market, and
one of the best sounding grand pianos in the
history of kontakt. its an incredibly versatile
instrument that lets you create and edit your
synths with ease, and gives you the freedom

to create your own masterpieces. ivory ii
grand pianos from synthogy are about as
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close as you can get to owning a grand
piano, even if its only in your computer. its a

very powerful instrument, and while its a
little difficult to understand its basic

workings, its extremely versatile, and easy
to use for any style of music. this may be the

best and most versatile sounding grand
piano available in the world, and you can

create some of the most complex and
realistic sounding synths, including solo
instruments, ensemble instruments, and
orchestral instruments. ivory 2 piano vsts

are probably the best sounding grand piano
you can get for a reasonable price. its a little

hard to explain, but it sounds like the real
thing, but its not a 100% exact replica of the

original. its the closest you can get to
owning a real grand piano for a reasonable

price. 5ec8ef588b
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